
MODULE 3

The second and third card
VIDEO SUMMARY



The second and third card
Video 6:

Have to decide in advance of your reading what the 3 positions are supposed to tell you

The story will be different because they’re nuanced and answer the basis of the question 
according to the position of the card

You get a more determined reading by deciding in advance what the 3 positions are 
supposed to mean

Example:

 #38 To Be Fair (Past) - coming out of a situation that has been resolved or  
 brought into balance

  (Current Situation) - means everything is in balance, you’re feeling good, 
  justice has been served and you’re in a position to be fair or show fairness  
  to others, in a state of balance

   (What is in motion?) - we know what our intention is, know things
   need to be in balance, moving into balance

 #25 Round and Round (Present) - says you’re visiting the same thing over and over 
 again because you haven’t learned something and are being given an opportunity 
 to do it differently

  (Hidden Influence) - something you’re not seeing. Perhaps somewhere in 
  the past you had to learn something and now you’re getting an opportunity 
  to do it differently. You’re being shown there are certain patterns of
  behavior or that there’s an experience you’ve overcome and has brought
  you to this place of fairness

   (How can I help this?) - be willing to look at your patterns, seeing 
   what hasn’t been overcome yet, and doing what it takes to make  
   a new choice
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 #23 Peace (Possible Outcome) - listening to the other 2 cards... Since resolved this 
 and want to do it differently, I can be at peace, know that I have overcome this 
 and move on

  (Highest Good) - indicates what to strive for, action you want to take

   (What is my role?) - remain neutral, be a neutral observer

Cards were the same but because of the shift in the story and what you wanted the cards 
to speak to, there was a subtle difference to the story-in-motion, because there was a 
change to what the positions were supposed to mean

Brief 
OVERVIEW
THIS VIDEO HIGHLIGHTED THAT THE MESSAGES 
OF THE CARDS ARE DETERMINED BY WHAT YOU 
EXPECT THEM TO SPEAK TO. 
 
According to this expectation, the story-in-motion changes because you’re 
requiring them to speak about different subjects. The video also covered 
the different ways to use the message according to the position.
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